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  . Clue: The first letter of the entry. . 2. "; "; . 4. "; "; . 5. "; "; . The game: Play the game to the end. Game over! Clues and solutions The solution The text files use the same clues as the game, but have only the one solution (since the game is a puzzle, not a war). The solution to the game is: The main part of this is based on the clue "I could be the guy that scares you". However, the VC:MP script
requires the player to read the letters "DYGPY". So, in this case, one would simply substitute "PY" for "G". The police The policeman is on the right and the EMT is on the left. See also References External links Category:1981 video games Category:Video games developed in the United Kingdom Category:ZX Spectrum gamesfortuna-stolberg.de Estimated Worth 4.71 fortuna-stolberg.de has a good
generic traffic ranking of #64, with a potential to earn around $41,920.00 USD in advertisement revenue per year. fortuna-stolberg.de was registered at Cloudfare, and is hosted in United States. While no active threats were reported recently by users, fortuna-stolberg.de is SAFE to browse./* Copyright (c) 2011, Michael Kazemi All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with
the distribution. * Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIB 82157476af
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